DOOA, an inspiring brand, helps you enjoy aquatic plants more freely. Minimal and easy, and designed as a platform allowing everyone to nurture plants indoors. Feel closer to nature, and bring beauty into your life.
The style opens the door
finding more flexible ways to enjoy aquatic plants.
The design blends in with water
while highlighting the plants.
The space offers everyday life
where you feel close to water and greens.

Bright greens darken in color when exposed to light.
Soft greens embrace air bubbles under the water.
Small inhabitants tell stories as the water drops down.
Lush greenery and light reflected from water.

Welcome to the small wonders of nature.
A new style of aquarium that can satisfy your passion for tropical trends. A variety of flowering aquatic plants and the exposed red soil exude a tropical ambience.

[PRODUCT DATA]
- NEO GLASS TERRA 103
- WALNUT WALL 40
- SAGA SOIL 5L
- CO2 CARRIER 100
- TROPICAL REEF 50L
- Lighting System : LED AS 1000

USA NATURE AQUARIUM GOODS Co., Ltd
Many aquarium plants have the ability to grow both submersed and emersed. This is a good example of a submergence taking advantage of such plants. Explore a world of wabi and shizen.

PRODUCT DATA
NEG-G1ASS TERRA-104
WARMWALL 1L0-40
CD: AQUAVIVER-T 1-04
TERRA BY AQV-VIR
TROPICAL INFUSION
*Lighting System: AQUAVIV 6-40
(AQUAVIV C40-AW-14-0385)
Using [PRODUCT DATA], anyone can enjoy aquascaping. Lush aquatic plants in this tank will help create a natural atmosphere.

[PRODUCT DATA]
NEO GLASS TERRA 123
S. CONJ L/150mm
STRAIGHT PIPE ABC+P
S'Y FAN PIPE #2
WASHGAUH HANGS X 2-3 HD-2
TROPICAL 2/B-1 SAND
*Lighting System: [SALT FREE]
[AQUA NATURE AQUARIUM GOODS Survey]
An oasis appears in my room.

There I sense the rhythm of water and dazzling greens.
At once nostalgic and new.
On a canvas in the size I can hold on to,
draw nature full of colours.
Day by day, I carefully nurture it.

Its silhouette will blend into any places.
The oasis that gives me healing anytime.
I find myself carried away
by its changing presence under light.
A rock wall covered with various aquatic plants. In the water beneath there are fish hiding in the aquatic plants. 360° is a new aquarium system that reproduces images of wild nature.

PRODUCT DATA:
SOL, STAND 6
SOL, STAND 6 Mounting piece
SYSTEM TERRA 30
Cd: MINI CORNER
Cd: MINI FILTER / D10
TROPICAL, MINI SOL
BASE STAND 30.

Just by arranging Wat-Muso and Wat-Musa line on the wall, you can enjoy watching nice mossy scenery. The healing power of lush green and moss.

PRODUCT DATA:
SOL, STAND 6
SOL, STAND 6 Mounting piece
SYSTEM TERRA 30
Cd: MINI CORNER
Cd: MINI FILTER / D10
TROPICAL, MINI SOL
BASE STAND 30.
Water circulating through

Like the flow of water circulating through a river, a small ecosystem circles as time marches on. Along with sunrise, living things are set to rise and plants stretch out their leaves. Little pearls in reflecting light float around and melt away.

In my daily life, it becomes irreplaceable as a natural entity. My precious paradise I watch over closely. It will be there just for me.
Just add a piece of Wabi-Kusa in the water, and you can enjoy a wonderful aquarium. The aquarium system is equipped with a filter for easy installation and maintenance.

[PRODUCT DATA]
SDL STAND G
SDL STAND G Mounting piece
SYSTEM AQUA 90
CD MINI DUST FILTER
TROPICAL RIVER SAND
BASE STAND 35

SDL STAND G allows making more flexible customizable planted layouts. Arrange handsome branches of driftwood with aquatic plants and create an authentic planted aquarium.

[PRODUCT DATA]
SDL STAND G
SDL STAND G Mounting piece
SYSTEM AQUA 90
CD MINI DUST FILTER
CD MINI FILTER 20
TROPICAL RIVER SAND
BASE STAND 35
Small, Joyful and Comfortable

Like decorating a room with flowers,
I arrange aquatic plants as my heart desires.

In this small aquarium tank,
a small ecosystem stays alive.

I cherish these moments in my everyday life.
There I will create my own style
joyfully and comfortably.
The novel design with an open space beneath the bottom plate looks attractive as a decorative piece. Add joy to your life with plants - start from here.
The light glows softly when turned on. Adjustable in angle and height.

SYSTEM TERRA 10
Entry aqua terrarium using JUWAL's signature "Cococasa" and Web-Kusa Mat.
Try out new types of aquatic plants.

- LED: Type A plug
- External dimensions: Light stand: 1345x235x505 (mm)
  Lighting unit: 930x485x165 (mm)
  Internal volume: AC 100 to 240 V, 50 / 60 Hz
  Power consumption: 18 W
  Current consumption: 0.15 A
  Wattage: 1.15 K
  Coolness: 35.00 x 50.00 x 40.00 cm
  Approximate water volume: 105 liters
  The use of JUWAL HANGER is recommended to attach aquatic plants to Web-Kusa Mat.

SYSTEM AQUA 10
SYSTEM AQUA 10 is an integrated aquarium with built-in filters, suitable for beginners to easily planted aquariums with ease. Designed for easy use of Web-Kusa HANGER.

- LED: Type A plug
- External dimensions: Light stand: 1345x235x505 (mm)
  Lighting unit: 930x485x165 (mm)
  Internal volume: AC 100 to 240 V, 50 / 60 Hz
  Power consumption: 18 W
  Current consumption: 0.15 A
  Wattage: 1.15 K
  Coolness: 35.00 x 50.00 x 40.00 cm
  Approximate water volume: 200 liters

NED GLASS TERRA 106
Designed to install Web-Kusa WALL 40 at the rear side of the aquarium with Web-Kusa WALL STAND 60. Deluxe side glass panels for easy installation of equipment.

- Size: 100 cm
  Size: 40 cm
  Size: 60 cm

NED GLASS TERRA 23
Aquarium tank designed for enjoying aqua terrarium. Use with optional Web-Kusa WALL 60 with WALL STAND 60 or Web-Kusa HANGER.

- Size: 100 cm
  Size: 60 cm

WEB-KUSA WALL 60
Optional accessory products to arrange other aquatic plants on an upright substrate, using provided Web-Kusa mat 60, 100, and Web-Kusa HANGER. Explore new styles and approaches for planted aquarium.

- Size: 60 cm
  Size: 100 cm
  Size: 150 cm
  Size: 200 cm
  Size: 300 cm
  Size: 400 cm
  Size: 500 cm
  Size: 600 cm

WEB-KUSA WALL STAND 60
Exclusive parts to install WEB-KUSA WALL 60 in NED GLASS TERRA 106. Made of stainless steel.

- Size: 100 cm
  Size: 40 cm
  Size: 60 cm
CO2-MINI COUNTER
Glass CO2 counter for measuring an adequate CO2 supply. For use with CO2 MINI DIFFUSER.

TS-021
Length: 10 cm
Diameter: 2 mm

CO2-COUNT DIFFUSER
Integrated CO2 diffuser with combined bubble counter. Allows simple installation of diffuser size without bending.

TS-0201
Length: 5 cm
Diameter: 1 mm

CO2-MINI DIFFUSER
CO2 MINI DIFFUSER is ideal for small size 50L tanks. Diffusion filter size Ø10 and Ø15 are available.

TS-0203
Diameter: 8 cm
Diameter: 10 mm

CO2-MINI DIFFUSER J
Hanging type CO2 diffuser B is suitable to use with SYSTEM TERRA 3D or NEO GLASS TERRA K36.

TS-0204
Length: 10 cm
Diameter: 2 mm

CO2-MINI DIFFUSER is used in combination with CO2 MINI COUNTER.

STREAM PFB-ABC
Glass made outlet pipe for external canister filter. Super Jet Filter B provides a slightly diminish water stream. No suction cup required.

TS-021
P-01 (Ø16)
Length: 10 cm
TS-022
P-02 (Ø20)
Length: 12 cm

STREAM PIPE ORB
Glass made outlet pipe creates a gentle stream like spring water. For use with Super Jet Filter. No suction cup required.

TS-021
P-1 (Ø16)
Length: 51 cm
TS-022
P-2 (Ø20)
Length: 91 cm

STREAM MAX PFB
Glass outlet pipe blends with water and creates a soft flow of water.

Glass Pipe (filter)
**Aqua Scissors**
Aqua scissors are designed specifically for trimming aquatic plants. Curved blades make the trimming of foreground plants easier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS A-001</td>
<td>11cm</td>
<td>23cm</td>
<td>35cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wara Waria Mist**
Foliar spray nutrients for emerged leaves of aquatic plants growing on water walls. Enhances the color of the leaves and has some repellent effect on snails. Spray in 100ml.

**Sunkup Liquid**
Liquid fertilizer containing all the nutrients necessary for planted aquarium. 200ml.

**Substrate**

**Tropical River Sand**
Natural sand producing a river bank atmosphere. Slightly larger grains for making settled substrate less movable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS N-001</td>
<td>2.5kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOOA, an inspiring brand, helps you enjoy aquatic plants more freely. Minimal and easy, and designed as a platform allowing everyone to nurture plants indoors. Feel closer to nature, and bring beauty into your life.

DOOA
A new lifestyle with aquatic plants.

I feel closer to nature in my everyday life
as if taking a deep breath in the forest.
I carefully take care of their environment
and nurture the living beings.
Growing aquatic plants give a joy of life.
It reminds me of how precious water and green can be.

Be closer to nature and enjoy its wonders more freely.
Start DOOA and fill your life with aquatic plants.